A two-dimensional, self-consistent, nonlinear model is used to determine the growth rate and saturation level of the cyclotron two-stream instability for two weakly relativistic electron beams co-propagating along a uniform magnetic field with an inverted population in the perpendicular momentum. This instability has been proposed recently as the basis for a double-stream cyclotron maser. Good agreement is found between the dispersion analysis and computer simulations in the linear regime. The effect of axial momentum spread on the instability is investigated. It is shown that the cyclotron two-stream instability is primarily electrostatic, which calls for further exploration of an effective input and output coupling scheme for the maser.
I. INTRODUCTION
The exploration of novel mechanisms of generating millimeter waves with relativistic electron beams has been pursued vigorously in recent years. The sought-after operating regime of millimeter wave sources of particular interest would require a mildly relativistic ( 100 kV) electron beam and moderate magnetic field ( 1 kG). The double-stream cyclotron maser [1] , which utilizes two mildly relativistic electrop beams co-propagating along an applied uniform magnetic field with an inverted population in the perpendicular momentum, is one of the proposed mechanisms that satisfies this requirement.
The operating principle of the double-stream cyclotron maser [1] is based on the unstable interaction of the fast cyclotron space-charge wave on one electron beam and the slow cyclotron space-charge wave on the other electron beam. Such an unstable interaction, which we refer to as the cyclotron two-stream instability, leads to the stimulated bunching of the gyrophases of the electrons relative to the wave phase. The cyclotron two-stream instability belongs to the class of multiple species, quasi-electrostatic streaming instabilities well known in plasma physics. In this paper, we present a two-dimensional, self-consistent, fully nonlinear waveparticle model for studies of the feasibility of the double-stream cyclotron maser in particular and the cyclotron two-stream instability in general. The linear and nonlinear coupling of axisymmetric cyclotron space-charge waves on two weakly relativistic electron beams co-propagating in a uniform magnetic field is investigated in cylindrical geometry. When the Doppler shift in frequency is much greater than the cyclotron frequency, the coupling is shown to be primarily electrostatic, which differs qualitatively from an electromagnetic type of coupling considered previously [2] . The linearized equations of motion in the present wave-particle model are used to derive a dispersion relation for the electrostatic coupling, which is in agreement with what was derived previously [3] using kinetic theory. The linear stability properties are analyzed. It is found that, like the conventional cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM) [4] , [5] , the instability growth rate decreases rapidly with increasing axial velocity spread (i.e., axial beam temperature) within each electron beam. Good agreement is found between the stability analysis and computer simulations in the linear regime. The saturation level of the instability is obtained from simulations for parameter regimes of experimental interest.
The cyclotron two-stream instability is also expected to occur in space plasmas where electrons and ions may stream along a magnetic field with an inverted population in the perpendicular momentum. The model presented in this paper can be generalized to describe the dynamical processes involving such electrons and ions. However, this is beyond the scope of the present paper.
II. THE MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We consider two concentric annular beams of electrons gyrating, and co-propagating axially, in an applied uniform magnetic field Boe (Fig. 2) . The axes of the beam annuli coincide with that of a perfectly conducting, cylindrical waveguide through which the electron beams propagate. Assuming the equilibrium self-electric and self-magnetic fields of the beams to be negligibly small, we describe the unperturbed beams by the following equilibrium distribution function To derive a complete set of ordinary differential equations describing the self-consistent, slowly varying, axial evolution of cyclotron space-charge waves in a single-frequency, stationary-state, double-stream cyclotron maser amplifier, we express the axisymmetric wave fields in terms of a vector potential of the form
where the axial component of the vector potential is defined by 
is a normalization constant. In the present model, the coupling between the wave fields and the beam density and current perturbations is described by the slowly varying wave 
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The procedure of deriving Eqs. (13), it follows that the total rf power is conserved, i.e.,
The mathematical formulation presented above is readily used to examine the stability properties and saturation levels of cyclotron space-charge waves on two relativistic electron beams co-propagating in a finite magnetic field. In principle, the present formulation is also applicable in regimes where the gyromotion of the beam electrons is negligible, (i.e., B 0 -+ oo), as in the two-stream relativistic klystron amplifier [8], [9] configuration. The latter case is obtained by setting the cyclotron harmonic number l equal to zero for each beam. In the remainder of this paper, we present results of a single-mode analysis in which we let n be a single integer but allow the cyclotron harmonic number I to assume integers 0, ±1, i2,.. ..
III. ELECTROSTATIC DISPERSION RELATION
In the small-signal regime, we can linearize Eqs. 
and 1
it is readily shown that the dispersion relation for the n-th mode can be expressed as 
DL(w,k)=l-Z Z

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
We have developed a computer simulation code to integrate Eqs. Table I , where the TM 0 2 mode is chosen to maximize the coupling strength.
The (linear) intensity growth rate is plotted in Fig. 3 as a there is good agreement between the simulations and the dispersion analysis, as shown in Fig. 3 , illustrates that the coupling is indeed primarily electrostatic.
The axial evolution of the normalized wave amplitude is plotted in Fig. 4 for f = 40
GHz. At saturation the ac electromagnetic power flow P 2 (z) is rather low (< 1 kW) compared with the dc beam power because the wave is primarily electrostatic. Therefore, in order to assure an efficient operation of the maser, an effective input and output coupling scheme is to be sought Having found good agreement between theory and simulation for a special choice of the distribution function defined in Eqs. (1), (14) , and (15), we have used the code to examine the sensitivity of the growth rate to axial velocity spread within each electron beam. In particular, we have loaded the particles in each beam with a Gaussian axial momentum distribution. The result is shown in Fig. 6 , corresponding to the choice of system parameters used in Fig. 3 at the upper maximum gain frequency f = 40 GHz. The horizontal axis is a fractional momentum spread defined by ou,/p, = pz /Pzl = Opz2/Pz2, where oa,2 is the standard width for beam a. It is seen in Fig. 6 that the growth rate decreases rapidly with increasing spread due to the fact that there is a large Doppler upshift in the frequency. This sensitivity to axial beam temperature is similar to that in the cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM) [4] , [5) .
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We presented the first self-consistent nonlinear model for studies of the recently pro- It was shown that the cyclotron two-stream instability is primarily electrostatic. As a result, the electromagnetic energy flux through the waveguide cross section was found to be negligibly small. This calls for further exploration of an efficient input and output coupling scheme for the double-stream cyclotron maser. Such a need for identifying efficient coupling schemes is shared with other slow-wave systems as for example the relativistic klystron.
The numerical calculations performed in this paper assumed for simplicity two overlapping annular relativistic electron beams. However, the theory presented in Sec. II is also applicable to annular beams of different radii. When the radii differ, the gain is reduced, as expected. GHz for the choice of system parameters listed in Table I . 
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